Fertilizers are added to soil in order to increase crop yields and quality, but they may also affect other soil functions and processes [1]. Protein-based metabolic processes leading to increases in vegetative and reproductive growth and yield are totally dependent upon the adequate supply of nutrients. Under the absence of nutrients, plants weak. Various experiments of fertilization in damaged forests confirm the proposition that additional nutrition increases plant resistance to various stresses [2]. However, excess fertilizer has a negative impact on plants [3].

One of the serious problems is contamination of agricultural soil with cadmium (Cd). Its cumulative properties together with the ability to disrupt a number of biological systems makes it one of the most toxic elements [4]. The concentrations of cadmium in Lithuanian soils are not that high, but there exists another problem: in fields close to highways, the previous main risk factor, lead, has now been replaced by cadmium [5]. According to data by various authors, cadmium suppresses the growth of plants, especially their roots, cell division, decreases biomass, and increases membrane conductance [6-9]. The response to Cd can be different and sometimes opposite, depending on the species. Net photosynthesis is also sensitive to Cd because it directly affects chlorophyll biosynthesis and the proper development of the chloroplast ultrastructure [10]. However, the main targets for the influence of Cd appears to be ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase (RuBPC) and phosphoenol pyruvate carboxylase (PEPC). It has been shown that Cd2+ ions lower the activity of RuBPC and damage its structure by substituting for Mg2+ ions, which are important cofactors of carboxylation reactions, and may also shift RuBPC activity toward oxygenation reactions [11]. A drop in the activities of RuBPC and PEPC was also observed for Cd-treated maize plants by Krantev et al. [12]. It has been demonstrated that Cd2+ induces changes in the antioxidant status in plants too [7, 13].

Plants employ various strategies to counteract the inhibitory effect of Cd, and it is thought that nutrient management is a possible way to reduce negative Cd effect. It is well known that Cd greatly affects the uptake, transport
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**Abstract**

Besides being involved in growth and development of plants, the essential macronutrients also affect stress tolerance. The aim of this study was to assess the surplus fertilization effect on photosynthetic parameters and the growth of Cd-treated pea (*Pisum sativum* L.) plants at different growth stages. Surplus fertilizer norm reduced the negative effect of cadmium on the photosynthetic system of pea at leaf development stage, while at lateral shoots stage their influence was rather different. Fertilization had the largest statistically significant effect on all the investigated parameters while the growth stage of plants was also a strong factor, changing cadmium and plant nutrient interactions.
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**Introduction**

Fertilizers are added to soil in order to increase crop yields and quality, but they may also affect other soil functions and processes [1]. Protein-based metabolic processes leading to increases in vegetative and reproductive growth and yield are totally dependent upon the adequate supply of nutrients. Under the absence of nutrients, plants weak. Various experiments of fertilization in damaged forests confirm the proposition that additional nutrition increases plant resistance to various stresses [2]. However, excess fertilizer has a negative impact on plants [3].

One of the serious problems is contamination of agricultural soil with cadmium (Cd). Its cumulative properties together with the ability to disrupt a number of biological systems makes it one of the most toxic elements [4]. The concentrations of cadmium in Lithuanian soils are not that high, but there exists another problem: in fields close to highways, the previous main risk factor, lead, has now been replaced by cadmium [5]. According to data by various authors, cadmium suppresses the growth of plants, especially their roots, cell division, decreases biomass, and increases membrane conductance [6-9]. The response to Cd can be different and sometimes opposite, depending on the species. Net photosynthesis is also sensitive to Cd because it directly affects chlorophyll biosynthesis and the proper development of the chloroplast ultrastructure [10]. However, the main targets for the influence of Cd appears to be ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase (RuBPC) and phosphoenol pyruvate carboxylase (PEPC). It has been shown that Cd2+ ions lower the activity of RuBPC and damage its structure by substituting for Mg2+ ions, which are important cofactors of carboxylation reactions, and may also shift RuBPC activity toward oxygenation reactions [11]. A drop in the activities of RuBPC and PEPC was also observed for Cd-treated maize plants by Krantev et al. [12]. It has been demonstrated that Cd2+ induces changes in the antioxidant status in plants too [7, 13].

Plants employ various strategies to counteract the inhibitory effect of Cd, and it is thought that nutrient management is a possible way to reduce negative Cd effect. It is well known that Cd greatly affects the uptake, transport
and use of essential microelements. The results of some previous research shows that proper plant nutrition is a good strategy to alleviate the damaging effects of Cd on plants and to avoid its entry into the food chain.

Additionally, several plant nutrients have many direct as well as indirect effects on Cd availability and toxicity because, besides being involved in growth and development, the essential macronutrients also affect stress tolerance [14, 15]. Direct effects include decreased Cd solubility in soil by favouring precipitation and adsorption [16], competition between Cd and plant nutrients for the same membrane transporters [17], and Cd sequestration in the vegetative parts to avoid its accumulation in the grain/edible parts [18]. It is determined that cadmium is bound to cation exchange sites in mucilage excretions of maize root tips [19]. Binding of Cd to these sites would be expected to reduce Cd transport into the cell. For instance, Cd concentration in wheat grain decreased with increasing N concentration in soil and nutrient solution [20].

Phosphate addition was found to reduce the positive changes of soils and enhance its ability to adsorb metallic ions [21] too. Adding phosphorus significantly lowered the amounts of Cd in the soluble-exchangeable fraction, whereas as the specifically adsorbed fraction of Cd was increased [22]. Indirect effects include dilution of Cd concentration by increasing plant biomass and alleviation of physiological stress. For example, sulphur uptake and assimilation are crucial in determining crop yield and resistance to Cd stress [23]. Sulphur is known for its role in the formation of the sulphur containing amino acids cysteine (Cys) and methionine (Met) and in the synthesis of proteins, vitamins, chlorophyll, and glutathione (GSH, -glutamylcysteinyl-glycine), which is involved in stress tolerance [23]. It has been reported about the involvement of Cd in the up-regulation of various genes involved in S metabolism in Saccharomyces cerevisiae [15].

Besides the protective effect of S pretreatment against the Cd toxicity discussed above, it is also determined that additional Mg in the nutrient solution alleviated Cd toxicity and enhanced the growth of Japanese mustard spinach plants suffering from Cd toxicity, resulting in a reduced Cd concentration in the plant [25]. In a transcriptomic study of Mg starvation in Arabidopsis, Hermans et al. [26] showed that a Mg pretreatment of 7 days alleviated the bleaching of young leaves caused by Cd. A protective effect of Mg pretreatment was also observed on Fe starvation. According to the authors, the protective effect of Mg against Cd toxicity could be partly attributable to the maintenance of Fe status and also to the increase in antioxidative capacity, detoxification, and/or protection of the photosynthetic apparatus. In other research, it is observed that Cd toxicity was also alleviated by Zn treatment in two rice cultivars differing in Cd tolerance [27], maize plants [28], and wheat plants [29], and also by Si supply in peanut seedlings [30] or by Se in broccoli [31].

In comparison to the large number of studies on the photosynthetic response to different fertilizer supplies and cadmium stress, much less effort has been applied to understanding how this response changes with leaf and plant age. The aim of the experiments was to investigate how surplus fertilization of peas at different growth stages changes their photosynthetic response to cadmium stress.

**Experimental Procedures**

Pea (Pisum sativum L., cv. ‘Ilgiai’) was chosen for the investigation. Experiments were conducted in a vegetation room with a controlled environment: photoperiod – 14 h, average temperature of night and day was 20 and 25ºC, relative humidity – 60%. “Philips Master Green Power CG T” 600W lamps, light intensity at the level of plants 200 µmol·m⁻²·s⁻¹, provided light.

The peas (20 seeds per pot) were sown in a neutral (pH 6.0-6.5) peat substrate with standard norm (36 g/m²) (NF) of “YaraMila NPK (12-11-18)+micronutrients” (N general 12%; N-NO₃ 4.8%; N-NH₄ 7.2%; P₂O₅ 11%; P₂O₅ 7.7%; K₂O 18%; MgO 2.7%; SO₄ 20%; B 0.015%; Fe 0.2%; Mn 0.02%; Zn 0.02%; (YARA, Finland)) fertilizers in 5L pots (21 cm in diameter and 15 cm in height). The seeds were germinated and grown for nine days. Ten days after germination, the pea plants were divided into eleven groups. In the first – reference treatment group – there were six pots of replication (3 pots for the first stage of the experiment and 3 pots for the second stage) and in others – 3 pots of replication in each. The treatments of the groups were started on the 10th and 17th days of the experiment (Fig. 1):

1. The reference treatment group was watered with distilled water all the time.
2. The growth substrate of peas in the 2nd group was watered with 15 g/l H₂O of NPK (12-11-18) fertilizer solution to achieve 3 times higher (108 g/m²) surplus fertilization norm (3F) at leaf development (BBCH 14-16) stage [32].
3. The growth substrate of peas in the 3rd group was watered with 3 mM cadmium (CdSO₄) concentration solution at leaf development (BBCH 14-16) stage [32].
4. The growth substrate of peas in the 4th group was watered with surplus fertilization norm (3F) and 3 mM cadmium (CdSO₄) concentration solution at leaf development (BBCH 14-16) stage [32].
5. The growth substrate of peas in the 5th group was watered with 6 mM Cd at BBCH 14-16 stage [32].
6. The growth substrate of peas in the 6th group was watered with surplus fertilization norm (3F) and 6 mM cadmium (CdSO₄) concentration solution at leaf development (BBCH 14-16) stage [32].
7. The growth substrate of peas in the 7th group was watered with surplus fertilization norm (3F) one week later, i.e. at the formation of lateral shoots (BBCH 21-23) stage [32].
8. The growth substrate of peas in the 8th group was watered with 3 mM Cd at the formation of lateral shoots (BBCH 21-23) stage [32].
9. The growth substrate of peas in the 9th group was watered with surplus fertilization norm (3F) and 3 mM cadmium (CdSO₄) concentration solution at BBCH 21-23 stage [32].
10. The growth substrate of peas in the 10th group was watered with 6 mM cadmium at BBCH 21-23 stage [32].

11. The growth substrate of peas in the 11th group was watered with surplus fertilization norm (3F) and 6 mM cadmium (CdSO₄) concentration solution at BBCH 21-23 stage [32]. Each pot of peat substrate received 1L of solution. According to the results obtained in earlier experiments done at the Environmental Department of Vytautas Magnus University, week 3 mM and medium 6 mM Cd solution treatment variants [9, 33] were chosen. Also, surplus 108 g/m² fertilization norm (3F) was chosen according to the earlier experiments done at the department [2, 6]. The duration of experiments was five days.

Gas exchange was measured with portable photosynthesis system LI-6400 (LI-COR, USA) at the end of each stage of the experiment. Net photosynthetic rate (Pn) (µmol CO₂·m⁻²·s⁻¹), transpiration (Tn) (mmol H₂O·m⁻²·s⁻¹), intercellular CO₂ concentration (Ci) (µmol CO₂·mol air⁻¹) and water use efficiency (WUE) (µmol CO₂·mmol H₂O⁻¹) of the second pair of fully expanded leaves were registered every 30 seconds for 30 minutes. The measurements were performed for one randomly selected seedling per pot; from these data a daily mean of measured indices was calculated. The environmental conditions during the experiments were: air flow rate – 400 µmol·s⁻¹; block and leaf temperature – 25ºC; CO₂ concentration in sample cell – 300-400 µmol CO₂·mol⁻¹; relative humidity in sample cell – 30%; lightness in quant – 180 µmol·m⁻²·s⁻¹.

The second pair of fully expanded leaves was harvested for the photosynthetic pigments determination at the end of the experiment. The photosynthetic pigments were analyzed using a spectrophotometer (Genesys 6, ThermoSpectronic, USA) and 100% acetone extracts prepared according to Wettstein’s method [35]. Photosynthetic pigments were expressed in mg/g of fresh weight.

At the end of the experiment, the plants were harvested. The shoots were dried in an oven at 60ºC until a constant dry shoots biomass was obtained. The shoots biomass was expressed in mg plant⁻¹.

ANOVA were used to determine the effects of cadmium impact and growth stage. For independent variables comparison Student’s T (for parametric) and U tests (for non-parametric) were employed. All the analyses were performed by STATISTICA and the results were expressed as mean values and their confidence intervals (CI) (p < 0.05).

Results

Gas Exchange Parameters

Photosynthetic rate (Pn) decreased in pea plants at both growth stages treated with cadmium (Fig. 2, A, B), and surplus fertilization had a positive effect on photosynthetic rate of Cd-treated peas, except 6 mM Cd-treated peas at the lateral shoots stage. 3 mM cadmium reduced photosynthetic rate by 43.2% (p < 0.05) and 45.6% (p < 0.05) at leaf development and lateral shoots stage peas respectively, while under surplus fertilization these losses decreased to 32.4% (p < 0.05) and 39.2% (p < 0.05), respectively, compared to the reference treatment. 6 mM Cd exposure resulted in high and statistically significant decreases in Pn, i.e. 74.7% (p < 0.05) at leaf development and 61.4% (p < 0.05) at lateral shoots stage peas compared to the reference treatment. Under surplus fertilization, negative Cd effect was lower only in leaf development stage peas, when photosynthetic rate only decreased by 35.5% (p < 0.05), compared to the reference treatment. Pn in lateral shoots stage peas treated with 6 mM Cd and surplus fertilization decreased even more than without fertilization and by 81.1% (p < 0.05), compared to the reference treatment.

![Fig. 1. Experiment scheme.](image-url)

3F – surplus 108 g/m² NPK (12-11-18) fertilization norm added.
3 mM Cd – watered with 3 mM CdSO₄ concentration solution.
3 mM Cd+3F – surplus 108 g/m² NPK (12-11-18) fertilization norm added and watered with 3 mM CdSO₄ concentration solution.
6 mM Cd – watered with 6 mM CdSO₄ concentration solution.
6 mM Cd+3F –surplus 108 g/m² NPK (12-11-18) fertilization norm added and watered with 6 mM CdSO₄ concentration solution.
Intercellular CO2 concentration (Ci) decreased in pea plants at leaf development stage treated with cadmium, while Ci in peas at lateral shoots stage treated with cadmium increased, in comparison to the reference treatment (Fig. 2, C, D). Surplus fertilization increased Ci in peas treated with 3 mM Cd and 6 mM Cd at leaf development stage by 44.3% (p < 0.05) and 32.1% (p < 0.05) respectively, compared to normal fertilization, but it was still less than Ci of the reference treatment peas. Changes in Ci in peas at lateral shoots stage were lower and mostly statistically insignificant, except in the peas treated with 3 mM cadmium, when it decreased by 16.6% (p < 0.05) compared to the reference treatment.

Transpiration rate (Tn) in peas treated with 3 and 6 mM cadmium decreased by 52.8% (p < 0.05) and 86.5% (p < 0.05) at leaf development and by 41.1% (p < 0.05) and 34.7% (p < 0.05) at lateral shoots stage, respectively (Fig. 3, A, B), compared to the reference treatment. Surplus fertilization increased Tn in peas treated with 3 and 6 mM cadmium by 25.4% and 7 times at leaf development stage, and decreased it by 18.6% (p < 0.05) and 48.2% (p < 0.05) respectively at lateral shoots stage, as compared to normal fertilization.

Under the impact of 3 mM and 6 mM cadmium, water use efficiency (WUE) in peas increased by 13.0% (p < 0.05) and 97.3% (p < 0.05) at leaf development stage and decreased by 17.7% (p < 0.05) and 47.6% (p < 0.05) at lateral shoots stages, respectively, compared to the reference treatment (Fig. 3, C, D). Surplus fertilization decreased WUE in all cadmium-treated peas compared to normal fertilization, except for peas at the lateral shoots stage treated with 3 mM Cd, when WUE increased by 36.9% (p < 0.05), compared to normal fertilization.

Photosynthetic Pigments Content

Cadmium treatment decreased chlorophyll a content in pea leaves at both development stages, but was statistically significant only under the higher impact (Fig. 4 A, B). Under 6 mM cadmium exposure, chlorophyll a content decreased by 34.1% (p < 0.05) in peas at leaf development stage, and the same impact on ones at lateral shoots stage led to a decrease by 37.5% (p < 0.05). Surplus fertilization resulted in higher 6 mM cadmium impact on chlorophyll a content and it decreased by 56.6% (p < 0.05) in pea leaves at leaf development stage, and by 80.1% (p < 0.05) at lateral shoots stage. Chlorophyll b decreases under Cd impact in pea leaves at both investigated growth stages were statistically insignificant, except for the peas at lateral shoots stage treated with 6 mM Cd and surplus fertilization (Fig. 4 C, D).
The investigated Cd and surplus fertilization exposure to the content of carotenoids was very low and statistically insignificant (Fig. 4 E, F).

**Growth Parameters**

Dry shoots biomass of the peas at leaf development stage treated with 3 mM cadmium increased by 18.3% (p > 0.05), but after 6 mM Cd treatment, dry biomass of peas at leaf development stage decreased by 54.2% (p < 0.05), as compared with the reference treatment (Fig. 5 A). At lateral shoots stage, the rising concentration of cadmium decreased dry biomass of peas too, when it showed approximately 6.2% (p > 0.05) and 15.7% (p > 0.05) reduction in 3 and 6 mM cadmium-treated plants, respectively. Surplus fertilization decreased dry biomass of all cadmium-treated peas as compared to the normal fertilization, except the peas at leaf development stage treated with 6 mM Cd, when dry biomass increased by 42.7% (p < 0.05), as compared to the normal fertilization. If compared to the reference treatment, statistically significant decreases in dry biomass were only observed in peas treated with both cadmium concentrations and surplus fertilization at lateral shoots stage (Fig. 5 A, B).

**ANOVA**

The investigated factors (growth stage, cadmium and fertilization) influenced the physiological and morphological parameters of the peas (Table 1). Fertilization had the highest statistically significant impact on all eight investigated parameters, cadmium on seven, and growth stage on five, while the combined effect of growth stage, cadmium, and fertilization was statistically significant only for four out of eight investigated parameters.

**Discussion of Results**

There are many studies on the photosynthetic response of plants to cadmium and different fertilizers supply. However, much less effort has been applied to understanding how these responses change with leaf or plant age. Cadmium can negatively affect the efficiency of photosystem 2 (PSII), photochemistry, and photosynthetic electron transport chain [35]. As reported before, the photosynthetic response of peas to cadmium stress at different growth stages was slightly different [9]. In the present research, the additional effect of surplus fertilization also changed pho-
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Fig. 3. Changes in transpiration rate (Tn) and water use efficiency (WUE) in pea plants treated with 3 mM and 6 mM Cd under fertilization norm (NF) and surplus fertilization (3F) at leaf development (A, C) and lateral shoots (B, D) stages. The values are means ± CI0.05. Significant differences (p < 0.05) between treatments are denoted with different letters.
tosynthetic response to cadmium stress in peas at different growth stages.

Surplus fertilization and cadmium effect increased Pn, Ci, and Tn in peas at leaf development stage, compared to normal fertilization and cadmium effects. Transpiration rate of 6 mM Cd-treated peas at leaf development stage was almost the same as in peas under reference treatment (Fig. 3 A). Thus, in comparison to the normal fertilization, surplus (3F) fertilization induced higher transpiration rate in pea leaves treated with Cd and it also caused a statistically significant (68.0%) decrease in WUE in 6 mM Cd-treated peas at leaf development stage. Similarly, fertilization increased transpiration rate in other research [1]. Thus, it is possible that the photosynthetic rate increased because of the opened stomata, when the higher amount of CO₂ reached the cells and the CO₂ reduction processes in pea leaves were intensive, while even increased Ci in Cd-treated and fertilized peas was still lower than Ci in the reference treatment peas at leaf development stage. Also, the higher fertilization norm included the higher amount of sul-
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Fig. 4. Changes in the content of chlorophyll a (Chl a), chlorophyll b (Chl b), and carotenoids in pea plants treated with 3 mM and 6 mM Cd under fertilization norm (NF) and surplus fertilization (3F) at leaf development (A, C, E) and lateral shoots (B, D, F) stages. The values are means ± CI₁₀₀. Significant differences (p < 0.05) between treatments are denoted with different letters.
phur (S) in growth substrate, so the application of S could help in reducing Cd toxicity, as determined by Ernst et al. [23] and Gallego et al. [15], and the increase in photosynthetic rate, as compared to the normal fertilization and Cd effects (Fig. 2 A). Sulphur metabolism tightly regulates biosynthesis of PCs in plants through the regulation of GSH and helps metal sequestration [36]). Anjum et al. [37] also suggest that S may ameliorate Cd toxicity and protect the growth and photosynthesis of plants involving AsA and GSH.

In contrast to peas at leaf development stage, the photosynthetic rate reduction in 3 mM and 6 mM Cd-treated peas at the lateral shoots stage caused the closure of stomata, and under additional surplus fertilization impact it decreased by higher intensity, i.e. by 52.1% and 66.1% respectively, in comparison to the reference treatment (Fig. 2 B). The changes of Ci in peas at lateral shoots stage were lower and mostly statistically insignificant, except in peas treated with 3 mM cadmium and surplus fertilization (3F), when it decreased by 16.6% (p < 0.05), compared to the reference treatment. Lower changes in Ci under very low Tn indicates that Cd had a higher deleterious effect on enzymatic reactions of photosynthesis rather than on transpiration, because under low transpiration stomata were closed (Fig. 3 B) and it was possible for Ci to decrease while in fact it increased (p > 0.05) (Fig. 2 D).

Not only did cadmium treatments lead to decreases in photosynthetic rate (Fig. 2 A, B), but also induced decreases in the leaf concentrations of chlorophylls, the negative effect being more marked in the 6 mM Cd treatment than in the 3 mM one (Fig. 4 A, B). Surplus fertilization resulted in higher decreases in 6 mM cadmium impact on chlorophyll a contents in both growth stages (Fig. 4 A, B). Chlorophyll a content decreases were higher in lateral shoots stage pea leaves than in leaf development ones. Cadmium alters chloroplast ultrastructure and reduces net photosynthetic rate, stomatal conductance, and leaf transpiration [38]. Besides, Cd inhibits photosynthesis by decreasing the transription of the photosynthesis-related genes psbA, psaB and rbcL [39], inactivates enzymes involved in CO2 fixation [40], induces lipid peroxidation [41], enhances proteolysis [42], and disturbs N and S metabolism and plant antioxidant machinery [14, 15].

The reduction in chlorophyll content as well as the reduction in transpiration and photosynthesis rates, and growth in Cd-treated plants is related with the toxic effects of cadmium on plants [7-9]. In the present research, dry shoots biomass decreased in almost all plants that were treated with cadmium, but statistically significant figures are only under 6 mM Cd treatment (Fig 5 A). Surplus fertilization, in the present research, decreased dry biomass in all cadmium treated peas compared to normal fertilization, except for peas at leaf development stage treated with 6 mM Cd, when dry biomass increased by 42.7% (p < 0.05) as compared to normal fertilization. For the younger plants surplus fertilization did not affect as a stressor, while for older ones it became a stressor, because most crops required significant quantities of nutrition elements during the early stages of growth [43, 44]. In addition, rhizosphere composition, root growth, and general crop growth are likely to be affected by the application of fertilizers [20]. Also, as mentioned above, fertilizers can influence Cd speciation and complexation, which affects the movement of Cd to plant roots and perhaps also its absorption into the roots [20]. Moreover, higher levels of mineral N in soil decreases root biomass [45], thus the lower amount of cadmium reaches the plant.

In conclusion, taking into account the results of other studies as well as the present research, it can be suggested that additional supply of nutritional element to plants against Cd toxicity can alleviate its induced damages. Also, the use of plant nutrients to alleviate Cd toxicity in plants is a relatively inexpensive, time saving, and effective approach to avoid Cd contamination of food [46]. However, this research also revealed another important factor: that the plant’s ability to cope with stress, respond to additional stimulus and acclimate to the adverse environment is highly dependent on the growth stage of the plant.

Fig. 5. Changes in dry shoot biomass of pea plants treated with 3 mM and 6 mM Cd under fertilization norm (NF) and surplus fertilization (3F) at leaf development (A) and lateral shoots (B) stages. The values are means ± CI 0.05. Significant differences (p < 0.05) between treatments are denoted with different letters.
Table 1. Analysis of variance for pea plants treated with 3 mM and 6 mM Cd under different fertilization at leaf development and lateral shoots stages. F values for growth stage, cadmium and fertilization and their interaction on photosynthetic rate (Pn), intercellular CO₂ concentration (Ci), transpiration (Tn), water use efficiency (WUE), chlorophyll a (Chl a), chlorophyll b (Chl b), carotenoids, shoots dry biomass.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>Pn</th>
<th>Ci</th>
<th>Tn</th>
<th>WUE</th>
<th>Chl a</th>
<th>Chl b</th>
<th>Carotenoids</th>
<th>Shoots biomass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Growth stage</td>
<td>64.5***</td>
<td>25.5***</td>
<td>203.0***</td>
<td>719.5***</td>
<td>1.9 N.s.</td>
<td>0.3 N.s.</td>
<td>0.3 N.s.</td>
<td>255.4***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd</td>
<td>1,668.5***</td>
<td>653.7***</td>
<td>1,823.5***</td>
<td>25.1***</td>
<td>4.2*</td>
<td>3.6*</td>
<td>0.05 N.s.</td>
<td>9.9***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertilization</td>
<td>33.5***</td>
<td>245.2***</td>
<td>105.9***</td>
<td>210.6***</td>
<td>40.5*</td>
<td>40.1***</td>
<td>74.3***</td>
<td>9.7**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth stage × Cd</td>
<td>99.2***</td>
<td>69.0***</td>
<td>362.3***</td>
<td>156.2***</td>
<td>1.9 N.s.</td>
<td>0.7 N.s.</td>
<td>1.3 N.s.</td>
<td>1.9 N.s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* *, **, *** Significant differences at p < 0.05, p < 0.01, and p < 0.001, respectively. N.s. – not significant.

when it was exposed to stressful conditions. A higher fertilizer norm decreases the negative effect of cadmium on the photosynthetic system of pea at leaf development stage, while at lateral shoots stage, surplus fertilization negative cadmium effect increases; also, fertilization had the highest statistically significant impact on all eight investigated parameters (Table 1). As a final consideration emerging from the present experiment results, it is noteworthy that the growth stage of a plant is one more important factor in Cd and plant nutrient interaction in the process of protecting against cadmium toxicity.
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